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Olympic Athlete Genevieve Florence (24)
'Barely Functional' After P�zer Vaccine: 'I
Wanted To End My Life' (Video)

 Amy Mek  November 13, 2022  26 comments  6 min read

Genevieve Florence grew sicker because doctors and the government dismissed
her life-altering symptoms as anxiety, not vaccine damage. 

Olympic athlete and British actress Genevieve Florence trained 10 hours a day, six days a week, as a
synchronized swimmer. However, after receiving her first Pfizer “vaccine” injection during the summer
of 2021, the healthy, thriving 24-year-old became unable to function or care for herself. The painful
side effects grew so excruciating she began to contemplate whether she should end her life.

Florence’s decision to receive the controversial vaccine was due to the film industry’s mandatory
requirement to work. “I immediately regretted it soon as she put it in my arm. I just thought, Well, what
have I done,” said Florence in the powerful documentary, “Safe and Effective: A Second Opinion.”
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“I couldn’t do anything,” explains Florence. In the weeks after the shot, her health continued to
deteriorate. She lived with a constant pounding headache and dizziness; she could not walk. “It was
like someone was actually inside my skull, like pushing out. I can’t explain how awful it was. And it
was I was dizzy. I was literally crawling,” explains the star athlete.
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Her pain and despair continue to grow worse, “I really thought my life was over,” Florence says as she
begins to cry. “I couldn’t even cook food. I couldn’t even get up. I couldn’t take care of myself. My
mother came by twice a week to change my bedsheets, do a food shop for me, and clean my house. I
couldn’t do anything at all.”

The dismissive and unprofessional way she was treated by medical professionals and the United
Kingdom National Health Service (NHS) compounded the problem. The government and doctors tried
to convince Florence that her serious health issues were due to anxiety and not caused by the
“vaccine.”

06.08.21 – NHS Gaslighting made me believe it was all in my head,
so I went to work. I then almost collapsed on set & so was sent to
A&E by the medic, he said there was something wrong with my

”
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heart. After a 6 hour wait in A&E I was told again “anxiety”. Worst
day of my life. pic.twitter.com/zaQ4p1bYax

— Genevieve Florence (@Gen_Florence) October 5, 2022

I went to A&E a handful of times after my vaccine – 29.06.21. This
was how my heart was behaving when I simply walked 5 steps. I
was even crawling. Unable to care for myself and needing
assistance. I couldn’t function. I wanted to end my life. And the
NHS denied me help. #P�zer pic.twitter.com/PfxdUAscXw

— Genevieve Florence (@Gen_Florence) October 5, 2022

”
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Florence’s will to keep fighting was weakening. The young, previously healthy athlete felt hopeless
and began questioning if she could continue living in a state of constant pain:

Thankfully, the medic on Florence’s recommended a private cardiologist, who she credits for saving her
life:

Florence began making improvements and having glimpses of having some normalcy back in her life:

Sadly, during her recovery, she booked a huge film role that required double vaccination. “Not only did
I lose my health, but I lost my job because of the vaccine. I almost became homeless,” explains

I just thought this wasn’t living. If my mess of my life is going to
be like this, then I would rather not be here, but it was in the sense
of desperation for help. And I wouldn’t have had those feelings,
and my mind would have gone there. If I had someone who had
just said, I see you, and we’re going to help you.

”
06.12.21 – Received NHS Covid vaccine exemption. Finally
acknowledgement. 
But still no treatment pathway, no �nancial support from the gov.
With £0 I could no longer a�ord treatment. It was evident at this
point I was collateral damage. My mental health began to
deteriorate. pic.twitter.com/taA3yhSNA9

— Genevieve Florence (@Gen_Florence) October 5, 2022

”

The medic on set knew of a great private cardiologist, Dr Syed
Ahsan. So �nally after months of hell I met someone who wanted
to help. After scans/tests he got me onto the correct heart meds
and created a regime that would aid my recovery. This man saved
my life. #P�zer pic.twitter.com/CXuMSs8orP

— Genevieve Florence (@Gen_Florence) October 5, 2022

”

20.09.21 – This was a huge day for me. I cried with happiness…
managed lunch @DeliciouslyElla before seeing my cardiologist;
There had been progress. My lifestyle choices and heart meds were
doing the job; I was able to walk for short periods of time and had
hope! #P�zer pic.twitter.com/cPgQ5XhS0P

— Genevieve Florence (@Gen_Florence) October 5, 2022
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Florence.

The NHS has no treatment pathway for those injured by the vaccine, so she had to spend over £11,000
($13,000) on private healthcare. Florence has reluctantly started a GoFundMe page to cover her
medical costs so she can continue with treatments and, hopefully, fully recover:

During my recovery I booked my �rst big role in a �lm. They said
they couldn’t con�rm me if I wasn’t double jabbed. So not only did
I lose my health but I lost my job because of the vaccine. I almost
became homeless; my rent was paid for by someone who wanted
to help. #P�zer pic.twitter.com/QEXPtsC3sV

— Genevieve Florence (@Gen_Florence) October 5, 2022

”

After spending £11,000 on healthcare post #vaccine reaction, I
reluctantly started a go fund me… https://t.co/AuSAClcgAU  
So If you’re in a place to help, it all makes a di�erence;
maintaining the support to aid full recovery is not cheep.
Consultation = £300 Infusion = £750
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‘Emotional journey of pain and mental stress’

The documentary, “Safe and Effective: A Second Opinion,” which Florence took part in, “shines a
light on the vaccine-injured and bereaved, but also questions the accuracy and trustworthiness of the
pharmaceutical companies’ trials, the role of the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory
Agency in regulating these products, the role of the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies
behavioral scientists in influencing policy, and the role of the media and Big Tech companies in
suppressing free and open debate,” states the Epoch Times.

It also features the emotional journeys of six people who fell ill after receiving the jab, together with
one young widow. All are on an emotional journey of pain and mental stress, made worse by doctors
often dismissing their symptoms.

As the promoted narrative crumbles, the Overton window finally begins to move. However, a major
element is still to be questioned by mainstream media: the covid vaccines. Real-world data has
increasingly demonstrated that the experimental injections do not prevent infection or transmission. So,
if the effectiveness was overplayed, what of the safety?

— Genevieve Florence (@Gen_Florence) October 5, 2022
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Ticking Time Bomb: 500,000 Armed Foreign
'Soldiers' Are Hiding Inside Germany Awaiting
Their Attack Orders



NJ Muslim Threatens Attack on Synagogue,
'Pigs and Monkeys', Media Fails to Investigate

his Potentially Radical Father (Video)
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Investigative Journalist: Banned in parts of Europe, Wanted by Islamic countries, Threatened by terror
groups, Hunted by left-wing media, Smeared by Hollywood elites & Fake religious leaders.
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The fall of EU!
November 14, 2022 at 3:59 am

AND STILL ALL THE GENOCIDE CRIMINALS ARE WALKING FREE; FAUCI, GATES,
GHEBREYESUS, ALBERT BOURLA, BIDEN, MACRON, TRUDEAU, MARIN, ZELENSKY,
MERKEL, VON DER LEYEN, SCHOLZ, etc, etc, etc.
FUELLMICH’S TEAM; YOU ARE A DISGRACE!

Reply

lar
November 14, 2022 at 3:39 pm

Stop waiting for SOMEONE ELSE to take action. It is going to take the masses rising up and
overthrowing the few who desire to dominate.

Reply

Francisco Yruegas III
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November 15, 2022 at 4:18 am

Amen

Reply

bugsutin
November 16, 2022 at 12:47 pm

You’re absolutely right. They are genocidal criminals!

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Вакцинация_против_COVID-19_в_России
“Vaccination against Covid – 19 in Russia began on December 5, 2020 from Moscow.[…]as of
January 28, 2022, according to official data, approximately 83.7 million vaccinations with the first
component and approximately 79.3 million complete vaccination courses were carried out in Russia;
these figures include both primary and repeated vaccination. Portal gogov.ru on the same date, it reports
smaller figures (76.4 million and 69.6 million, respectively), which do not include re-vaccinated.”

https://www.vedomosti.ru/society/articles/2021/11/29/898151-umershih-antirekord
“November 30, 2021
The death rate in Russia over the past year has become a record since the war

In the period from December 2020 to November 2021, the death rate exceeded 2.4 million people, and
the population decline approached 1 million Russians

Excess mortality in December 2020 – November 2021 could exceed 622,000 people. […] This is the
worst period since 1945. The natural decline of the population, excluding migration, has crossed the
mark of 990,000 people over the past year[…]The situation was more deplorable only during the Great
Patriotic War of 1941-1945. […] If we take the mortality rate of 2019 as a conditional norm, then it is
higher than this norm from October 2020 to September 2021. about 607,000 people died, and from last
December to November – at least 622,000 people.
…
The total population decline in Russia from December 2020 to November 2021 exceeds 990,000
people. Population losses (in excess of the 2019 loss) may amount to about 665,000 people.”

Reply

The fall of EU!
November 14, 2022 at 12:06 pm

From Natural News:
“The authoritarian governments that bribed citizens and rolled out covid-19 vaccines in a hostile,
coercive, and discriminatory manner are responsible for human rights abuses and cold, cruel democide.
This should be the topic of concern in all political circles — locally, state-wide, and nationally. Any
political leader, government official, or media pundit who pushed the covid-19 vaccine into existence
and enforced mandates should be interrogated, and in many cases, charged with crimes. These
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investigations should most definitely include the “father of the vaccine” himself — Donald J. Trump,
and it should include the head of the government’s “coronavirus task force” — Dr. Anthony Fauci. No
one should be above the law.”

SWEET DREAMS FUELLMICH’S RIDICULOUS IDIOTIC USELESS TEAM!

Reply

The fall of EU!
November 14, 2022 at 12:43 pm

From Natural News:
“GREED GALORE: Pfizer CFO tells investors that covid will continue to be a “multi-million dollar
franchise for many years to come” ”

ARREST AND HANG ALBERT BOURLA IMMEDIATELY FOR CRIMES AGAINST
HUMANITY!

Reply

JLW
November 14, 2022 at 2:29 pm

Nothing to see here, just ask the Democrats. Maybe someday the younger generation will quit being the
sheep they are and start using some common sense.

Reply

pierre palmer
November 14, 2022 at 3:12 pm

I am the smartest person in the world to me…cause I did not get the clot shot!

Reply

Colt Baldwin
November 14, 2022 at 3:35 pm

Every sociopath who supports these killer poisons must be held accountable and punished to the full
extent of the law – drug companies, CDC, doctors and other health care professionals, employers,
insurance companies, media, politicians, etc, etc. Every last stinking one of them.

Reply

BGP
November 14, 2022 at 4:47 pm
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If the story of this formerly healthy young woman does not persuade you, then you’re already dead. We
are witnessing the most comprehensive Global crime in the history of the universe … and it continues.

Reply

jimena smith
November 14, 2022 at 5:43 pm

Dear Genevieve,

I sympathize with your plight – genetic-therapies(which is precisely what was injected into your body)
are not vaccines. In addition, the drug companies never did any meaningful safety or efficacy studies on
these experimental genetic-therapies. You and every single person that received them are guinea-pigs in
an ongoing experiment. The drug companies in collusion with corrupt criminal government got full
legal liability exemptions before they began injecting the human guinea-pigs; while minting obscene-
profits that are already in the hundreds of billions of dollars and counting. All this was known from day
one – as well as the myriad adverse reactions and deaths that immediately began with the shots. No
intelligent and sane person would have entered into such an association or relationship – and the
information was easy to find for anyone who desired to know the truth. Those who even considered
taking the experimental gene-therapy should have been motivated to do their own homework. Now,
every one of you that took the shots are among the victims of the biggest crime in the history of the
world. Right now the crime continues to multiply nchecked and many crooks continue profiting.

Reply

Ratty
November 14, 2022 at 5:45 pm

Why they treat you that way at the hospital? They have guidance on what to tell you because they are
being paid enormous money to jab you. They have to do what they are told or don’t get paid.

Reply

JBnID
November 14, 2022 at 6:44 pm

I’m self-protected from stabbing of all kinds.
Everybody from the Boy Scouts to Congress has been corrupted by power and money. Many of them
should hang for their crimes.

Reply

tpm
November 14, 2022 at 6:59 pm

Never take the death jab it will kill .
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Reply

CB
November 14, 2022 at 8:00 pm

China just closed 3 airports….new covid on the way…boosters all around….wooohoooo

Reply

Duties
November 15, 2022 at 2:16 am

Nothing short of a crime against humanity. Those that say ‘follow the science’ never had it on their
side. If they pay attention whatsoever to the thousands of deaths and injuries due to the jab and still
knowingly push them, then just what is their dastardly objective?

Reply

Joe
November 16, 2022 at 1:32 am

depopulation. Klaus Schwab needs that to achieve his goals

Reply

Blane
November 15, 2022 at 3:20 pm

“I’m the Father of the Vaccine” — President Donald John Trump

Put the blame where it truly belongs.

Remember, the program is called “Warp Speed” because Trump refused human trials which would
have required up to 5 years of research. He also took away the protective shield of the implied consent
law which would have provided an insert with the “vaccine” ingredients. Trump also removed access
to tort claims against manufacturers, providers, and anyone else who was involved in the shots to
protect them, not Americans and World citizens that got the shot.

Reply

Joe
November 16, 2022 at 1:30 am

Well, he isn’t a trained doctor and his trained doctors told him it was ok. They lied to all of us for years.
Covid was a conspiracy to turn a simple flu into a pandemic for the purpose of enriching big pharma,
the medical and political bureaucracies, and a large sector of the hospital systems worldwide. The
desired end product was to crash economic systems worldwide and set the stage for the great reset of
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schwab & his WEF co-conspirators. Based on Pres. Trump’s prior behavior, I don’t think he would
intentionally harm the US or the rest of the world like the profiteers mentioned above.

Reply

Jamie
November 15, 2022 at 8:09 pm

My husband sent me this article today and as I am reading it I feel like you are telling my story. I have
been sick from this vaccine for over a year now. Anxiety that I have never had, which started after my
Pericarditis and I have major food sensitivity now as well. I feel like I have the flu 10 days out of the
month, some days getting out of bed is a challenge. Brain Fog, Dizziness and chest tightness are me on
my worst days and there is no trigger, just happens out of nowhere. It was suggested to me to look into
Histamine intolerance and I have been actively doing this with my GP and Naturalpath. I see my
Cardiologist later this month (6th visit) to receive results from my 24 hour blood preassure reading and
as well about my stress test.
I am 45 years old, I had no prior conditions before I had this vaccine. I really hope that all vaccine side
effect sufferers know you are not alone and I thank you Genevive for sharing your story, I never want
to say to someone “I know what you are going through” but I will say this, I believe you, I know how
it feels to be looked at sideways and to feel you need to be silent. I to went to the Emergency room with
a racing heart and extremely high blood pressure and was told anxiety, even after I explained my
situation. It is very strange to me that people stand behind an experimental vaccine they way they do. I
am not saying it has effected everyone BUT it is time we realize that there are some people really
suffering! And all because they thought they were doing the right thing, they trusted the doctors and the
pushy government. I will always regret my decision to get this vaccine and now I just hope the
“science” can find a cure for the many people that are dealing with side effects. 😞

Reply

November 15, 2022 at 10:22 pm

I am sorry for everything you are going through, Jamie. Please keep me updated on your health. Do not
lose hope! You can contact me at amy@rairfoundation.com

Reply

November 15, 2022 at 11:10 pm

❤ thank you

Reply

For_Real
November 16, 2022 at 2:36 am

Amy Mek

Jamie
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That’s so disgusting that the film industry is mandating it. Shame on them. Where is this happening?
U.K or America? It shouldn’t be mandated anywhere, people should not have to choose between
employment or a jab!

Reply

bugsutin
November 16, 2022 at 3:20 pm

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Вакцинация_против_COVID-19_в_России
“Vaccination against Covid – 19 in Russia began on December 5, 2020 from Moscow.[…]as of
January 28, 2022, according to official data, approximately 83.7 million vaccinations with the first
component and approximately 79.3 million complete vaccination courses were carried out in Russia;
these figures include both primary and repeated vaccination. Portal gogov.ru on the same date, it reports
smaller figures (76.4 million and 69.6 million, respectively), which do not include re-vaccinated.”

https://www.vedomosti.ru/society/articles/2021/11/29/898151-umershih-antirekord
“November 30, 2021
The death rate in Russia over the past year has become a record since the war

In the period from December 2020 to November 2021, the death rate exceeded 2.4 million people, and
the population decline approached 1 million Russians

Excess mortality in December 2020 – November 2021 could exceed 622,000 people. […] This is the
worst period since 1945. The natural decline of the population, excluding migration, has crossed the
mark of 990,000 people over the past year[…]The situation was more deplorable only during the Great
Patriotic War of 1941-1945. […] If we take the mortality rate of 2019 as a conditional norm, then it is
higher than this norm from October 2020 to September 2021. about 607,000 people died, and from last
December to November – at least 622,000 people.
…
The total population decline in Russia from December 2020 to November 2021 exceeds 990,000
people. Population losses (in excess of the 2019 loss) may amount to about 665,000 people.”
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Isabel Salgado pass away at 62!
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Srupid people continue to do stupid things like getting another shot. You can’t fix stupid.
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